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attention paid to the history of these activities. This makes
them to potentially have a high false alarm rate.

Abstract—Botnets have become one of the major tools used by
attackers to perform various malicious activities on the Internet,
such as launching distributed denial of service attacks, sending
spam, leaking personal information, and so on. In this paper, we
present BotCatch, a behavior-based botnet detection system that
considers multiple coordinated group activities in the monitored
network to identify bot-infected hosts. To achieve this goal, it first
identifies suspicious hosts participating in coordinated group
activities by an online incremental clustering algorithm and then
calculates a negative score for each of the hosts based on several
fuzzy membership functions. It then makes an informed decision
and identifies a host as bot-infected if its negative score is higher
than a threshold. We demonstrate the effectiveness of BotCatch
to detect various botnets including HTTP-, IRC-, and P2P-based
botnets using a testbed network consisting of some bot-infected
hosts. The experimental results show that BotCatch can successfully detect various botnets with a high detection rate while
keeping false alarm rate significantly low.

In this paper, we propose BotCatch, a behavior-based botnet detection system that considers multiple coordinated group
activities of compromised hosts in the monitored network.
BotCatch leverages intrinsic behavior of bots in a same botnet,
which is that they (1) receive same commands from the
botmaster in the command and control stage and (2) perform
some malicious activities in response to these commands in the
attack stage. These facts result in some coordinated group activities in the botnet’s lifecycle. To remember the history of
these activities, BotCatch calculates a negative score for each
host based on several fuzzy membership functions and update
it when the host participates in new coordinated group activities. The host is then identified as bot-infected if its negative
score exceeds a pre-specified threshold.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews some related work. Section III introduces BotCatch
and Section IV reports experimental results. Finally, Section V
draws some conclusions.

Keywords—botnet detection; botnet lifecycle; coordinated group
activity; online incremental clustering; fuzzy membership function

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss the different botnet detection
techniques in related literature.

A bot is a malware that runs on a host typically unbeknownst to its owner(s) and carries out commands sent by a socalled botmaster. As the matter of fact, bots are just malware
that infect hosts to allow remote command and control (C&C)
by the botmaster [1]. A botnet is defined as a network of botinfected hosts. The number of botnets has increased dramatically in the past few years and they have become one of the
biggest malware threats, responsible for a large volume of malicious activities. However, most of the Internet users are often
not aware that their hosts have been compromised and become
part of a botnet [2], [3]. This is because new generation botnets
often use obfuscation techniques to evade typical antivirus
scanners and thus we need to develop specific botnet detection
techniques to counter the botnets.

Gu et al. [4] introduce BotHunter, a passive network monitoring system that focuses on recognizing the infection and
coordination dialog occurring during a successful malware
infection. The system works by tracking the two-way communication flows between internal and external hosts to extract an
evidence trail of data exchanges that match a state-based
infection model. BotSniffer [5] is a network anomaly detection
technique that aims to identify botnet C&C channels. It is
based on the observation that bots within the same botnet will
likely demonstrate very strong synchronization/correlation in
their responses/activities. Hence, it employs several correlation
and similarity analysis algorithms to identify hosts that show
these behaviors in the network. BotMiner [6] is an unsupervised botnet detection framework that employs group-level
analysis and is independent of botnet C&C protocol and structure. It clusters similar communication traffic and similar malicious traffic, and applies cross cluster correlation to identify
hosts that share both similar communication patterns and
similar malicious activities. Even though BotMiner considers a

Over the last few years, various techniques have been
proposed to detect botnets. However, most of them have some
limitations in terms of depending on a specific C&C protocol,
lacking of detection in an early stage of the botnet lifecycle,
working offline, and needing to labeled data for training. To
solve some of these limitations, several techniques have been
proposed that generally focus on identifying botnet coordinated
group activities, but they still suffer from the lack of enough
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history of botnet coordinated group activities by aggregating
network flows during a long time interval (e.g., during one
day), which makes it more accurate, but it still cannot detect
botnets in an early stage and does not work online.

Network
Traffic

Castle and Buckley [7] present a technique to detect botnets
that are used for sending spam. They process the headers of
email messages and generate a set of synthetic headers from
them. The headers are then used to obtain a set of so-called
suspected botnet clusters containing a large number of email
messages. This technique is simple but presents some serious
drawbacks. It cannot detect botnets in an early stage and is only
able to detect botnets that are capable of sending spam.

Infection
Report

Group Activity
Detection

Negative Score
Calculation

Fig. 1. Steps of BotCatch.

B. Group Activity Detection
In this step, we first divide the flow feature vectors into some
flow clusters using the online fixed-width clustering (OFWC)
algorithm [10]. The aim of OFWC is to form a set of fixedwidth clusters such that feature vectors in the same flow cluster
are more similar to each other than feature vectors in different
flow clusters.

Choi et al. [8] present BotGAD, an unsupervised technique
for online botnet detection. They define a group activity as a
key feature of botnets and present a metric to detect botnets by
monitoring group activities in DNS traffic. A botnet can evade
this technique when it performs DNS queries at one stage of
the botnet lifecycle and never performs them again. Moreover,
BotGAD is only able to detect botnets that perform group
activities in DNS traffic.

Next, we identify suspected flow clusters using the suspected cluster identification (SCI) algorithm. What makes the
most difference between botnet flow clusters and other flow
clusters is the closeness of feature vectors within them, indicating that there is a coordinated group activity in the network.
Therefore, we examine the flow clusters and mark a flow
cluster that has at least two members as suspected if it has been
updated at the previous time period and its intra-cluster similar. Also,
ity criterion [10] is above a similarity threshold,
since there is a high similarity between flow feature vectors of
bot-infected hosts, it is not reasonable to maintain flow clusters
with a low intra-cluster similarity criterion for a long time.
Therefore, flow clusters whose cluster preservation criterion
, are eliminated from
[10] is below a preserve threshold,
the set of flow clusters. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of
SCI.

Lu et al. [9] propose BotCop, a system for online detection
and classification of botnet communication traffic. They first
use the C4.5 decision tree algorithm to classify the network
traffic into different application communities and then use a
hierarchical clustering algorithm to find the anomalous behaviors on a specific application community. However, in reality,
it is difficult to identify all network traffic (e.g., traffic with
encrypted payload) into known applications on the large-scale
networks.
Yahyazadeh and Abadi [10] present BotOnus, an online
botnet detection technique that uses a fixed-width clustering
algorithm to identify coordinated group activities in the network traffic. Despite the fact that BotOnus has a high detection
rate, its false alarm rate is roughly high due to the lack of paying attention to the history of the group activities.
III.

Flow Feature
Vector
Extraction

Algorithm 1 SCI

BOTCATCH

input:

In this section, we present BotCatch, a behavior-based
botnet detection system. The aim of BotCatch is to detect botinfected hosts within the monitored network that are part of the
same botnet. BotCatch can be deployed at the edge of the
network to capture and analyze the traffic between internal and
external hosts. It consists of three main steps: flow feature
vector extraction, group activity detection, and negative score
calculation (See Fig. 1). In the following, we discuss each of
these steps in detail.

1 : set of flow clusters
: similarity threshold
: preserve threshold
output:
Ω : set of suspected flow clusters
: set of flow clusters
begin
1: Ω
⟵∅
2:
⟵∅
3: for each flow cluster ∈
1 do
4:
Calculate the intra-cluster similarity criterion
5:
if
,
1
T and | | 2 and
6:
Ω
⟵Ω ∪
7:
end if
8:
Calculate the cluster preservation criterion
9:
if
then
10:
⟵
∪
11:
end if
12: end for
end

A. Flow Feature Vector Extraction
In this step, we process the captured network traffic and extract a set of feature vectors from it. Recall that a flow is a set
of packets that share the same source IP address, source port,
destination IP address, destination port, and protocol. A flow
feature vector is a -dimensional feature vector extracted from
a flow during a particular time period [10]. As previously mentioned, bots within the same botnet receive the same commands
and perform the similar activities. This causes that they exhibit
a similar traffic behavior during close time periods. Thus, we
expect that bot-infected hosts have similar flow feature vectors.
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then

the number reaches a maximum value, which we call the
confidence level. Therefore, a host that has a history of coordinated group activities is more susceptible than the others.

C. Negative Score Calculation
In this step, we use several fuzzy membership functions to
calculate a negative score for each host participating in suspicious group activities. This allows us to make an informed
decision about hosts which are most likely to be bot-infected.
The fuzzy membership functions are built based on the concepts
of observation and impression, as described below.

Let Γ , be the set of all impressions that cover the host
from the time period
to . The impression support of
at this time period, denoted as
, , is calculated as

Definition 1 (Observation). The observation is a set of
variables that reflect different aspects of a flow cluster.

|Γ

sin

,

, |

|Γ

1

, | ∈ 0,

,

otherwise ,

(3)

Let be the set of all observations and
be the set of all
hosts in the network. We define two functions : → 2 and
: → 0,1 , such that for each observation ∈ of a flow
cluster ,
gives a set of hosts that have a feature vector in
and
gives the average intra-cluster distance of . An
observation causes that we record an impression for it.

where
is a parameter specified by the user to determine
how many impressions should cover each host in order to reach
the confidence level and |Γ , | is the cardinality of Γ , .
If the number of impressions which cover is much less than
the confidence level parameter , the impression support of
will decrease.

Definition 2 (Impression). The impression is an evaluation
made on certain aspects of an observation. The impression of
an observation is denoted as a 4-tuple:

2) Participant Similarity: The participant similarity is another factor that we can take into account to calculate the
negative score of a host. If the host has continuous coordinated
group activities with others, it should have the same participant hosts in different observations. Hence, the diversity of its
participant hosts in the current observation and the previous
ones should be very low. In other words, the greater the value
of the participant diversity for a host, the greater the decrease
in its negative score.

, , ,

,

(1)

where is the time period when the impression is recorded,
is the number of different hosts in , and is the closeness
rating calculated through 1
. In fact, and are the
parameters obtained from the observation that is judged.

and
be the th and th impressions in the set
Let
at this time period,
Γ , . The participant similarity of
, , is calculated as
denoted as

For example, suppose a flow cluster with 5 members and
an average intra-cluster distance of 0.05 is observed during the
time period 8. We record an impression
, 8, 5,0.95 of
this observation. From this impression, we conclude 5 hosts
closely try to be included in a coordinated group activity.

where

iff
∈
An impression
, , ,
covers a host
. We define Γ , to be the set of all recorded impresto :
sions that cover from the time period
Γ

,

|

∈

∧

,

,
,

(4)

is a participant diversity measure defined as

,

⋅|

,
∈

, (2)

,

,

∈

| , (5)

,

where
, is a weighting function that gives higher weights
to impressions that are closer together:

where
is the set of hosts in
and is a parameter
specified by the user to determine the most recent impressions.
If an impression has been recorded at a much earlier time period, it is considered out-of-date and not included in Γ , .

|

,

|/

,

(6)

From (4), we conclude that if the sets of hosts in two obserand the difference between the sets is very
vations contain
low, the participant similarity of will increase.

Definition 3 (Negative Score). The negative score is a
score given to a host on a scale of 0 to 1 to show the level of its
participation in coordinated group activities over different time
periods. The score is calculated for each host based on the set
of all recorded impressions that cover it.

After calculating the values of the fuzzy membership functions, we calculate the negative score of at time period as
,

When calculating the negative score of a host, it is important to know how reliable that value is. Although there are
many factors and parameters that can be taken into account to
increase the reliability of a negative score, we focus on two
fuzzy membership functions: impression support and participant similarity.

⋅
IV.

,

1

⋅

,

.

(7)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented a prototype of BotCatch to evaluate its
performance on real-world network traces. In this section, we
present a set of evaluations that explore the performance of
different components of BotCatch.

1) Impression Support: The intuition behind this function
is that in the monitored network, few observed cases of coordinated group activities recorded as different impressions are
not enough to make a correct judgment about that a host is
bot-infected. As the number of suspected clusters covering a
host grows, the impression support of that host increases until

To generate real-world network traces, we established a
testbed network using a virtual network environment of several
VMware [11] hosts, including Ubuntu Linux and Windows XP
SP2. These hosts were intentionally infected with various botnets, including those controlled via HTTP, IRC, or P2P, in
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order to launch them in a controlled environment. In addition
to collect botnet network traces, we also collected normal network traces from a campus network. The packets in our testbed
network demonstrated a wide diversity in popular protocols
such as HTTP, FTP, SSH, DNS, and SNMP, and collaborative
applications such as IM, P2P, and IRC. They were organized
into bi-directional flow records by Argus [12] that is a flow
monitoring tool that inspects each packet and groups together
those within the same connection into a flow record. In the
testbed network, we launched the botnets in three different
experiments (see Table I).
TABLE I.

significant characteristics. In Table III, we give a general comparison between BotCatch and other well-known botnet detection techniques including BotSniffer [5], BotMiner [6], BotCop
[9], and BotOnus [10], previously reported in the literature.
BotCatch would be able to detect unknown botnets, because it uses an unsupervised technique driven by intrinsic
characteristics of botnets such as coordinated group activities,
without a priori knowledge of them. It is also able to identify
bot-infected hosts participating in some coordinated group activities in the early stages of the botnet lifecycle, even if they
have not performed any malicious activities yet. In addition, it
can detect various HTTP-, IRC-, and P2P-based botnets.

CHARACTERISTICS OF NETWORK TRACES COLLECTED FROM
THE EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Name

HTTP

IRC

P2P

100

Number of packets

41,258

36,197

39,741

90

Duration

160m

110m

120m

Botnet type

83

94

77

HTTP-based

IRC-based

P2P-based

TABLE II.

COMPARISON OF THE RESOURCE UTILIZATION BETWEEN
BOTONUS AND BOTCATCH

Technique

CPU Utilization (%)

RAM Utilization (%)

BotOnus

32

14

BotCatch

37

16

BotOnus

80

Average Detection Rate (%)

Number of hosts

BotCatch

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

We used TRiAD [13] as a HTTP-based botnet, rBot [14] as
an IRC-based botnet, and Immonia [14] as a P2P-based botnet.
In the experiments, we commanded the bots to send basic
information about their hosts, sleep for a while, and perform
some malicious activities (e.g., launching denial of service
attacks and port scanning). Hence, the bots received several
commands during the experiments. We then collected the
whole network traces (including those are generated by botinfected and benign hosts) to evaluate the detection rate and
false alarm rate of BotCatch. We extracted a set of feature
vectors from the network traffic. Each feature vector consisted
of values of eight different features: destination IP address,
destination port, protocol, number of bytes per packet, number
of bytes per second, number of packets per second, total bytes,
and total packets. In our experiments, we ran BotCatch on a
Linux server with an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.83 GHz CPU and 8
GB RAM, and compared it with BotOnus [10]. As shown in
Table II, BotCatch was run with an average CPU and RAM
utilization of 37% and 16%, respectively.

0
HTTP

IRC

P2P

(a) average detection rate
100
BotCatch

90

BotOnus

Average False Alarm Rate (%)

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
HTTP

IRC

P2P

(b) average false alarm rate

Fig. 2 compares the detection rate and false alarm rate of
BotCatch with those of BotOnus [10]. Clearly, BotCatch has
almost the same detection rate as BotOnus in various experiments, but much lower false alarm rate. This is because
BotCatch considers the history of coordinated group activities
occurred during intrinsic behavior of botnets.

Fig. 2. Comparison between BotCatch and BotOnus [10].
TABLE III.
Botnet
Detection
Technique

It is not easy to conduct a fair comparison among various
botnet detection techniques due to differences between testbed
networks, volume of traffic, bot binaries used in experiments,
and lack of common datasets. Therefore, instead of doing a
performance comparison between BotCatch and other existing
botnet detection techniques, we compare them in terms of some
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COMPARISON OF BOTCATCH WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES
Unknown
Botnet
Detection

Encrypted
C&C
Detection

Early
C&C
Stage
Structure
Detection Independence

BotSniffer [5]









BotMiner [6]









BotCop [9]









BotOnus [10]









BotCatch









There are some techniques such as encrypting the C&C
traffic, by which the botmaster may attempt to evade detection.
Therefore, detection techniques that employ network packet
payload analysis and rely on syntax are vulnerable to evasion
[15]. BotCatch is robust to command encryption by extracting
feature vectors from packet headers. It also uses an online
incremental clustering to facilitate the identification of botinfected hosts in real-time and considers the history of coordinated group activities in the network to ensure a low false
alarm rate.
V.
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